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ISIN number:

DE0005204192

Symbol:

LTK

Trading segment:

Official Market

Market segment:

standard market auction

First day of trading:

20 December 2002

Number of sharess:

7,461,000 common stocks

Category:

non-par-value bearer shares

Share capital:

EUR 7,461,000.--

Listing agent:

Euro Invest Bank AG

Subscription period:

12. through 16. December 2002

Shares offered:

up to 1,000.000 common stocks:[up to 800.000 new shares, up to 200.000 existing
shares (Greenshoe)]

Offer price:

EUR 4,50

Management Board:

DI Walter Lechner

Supervisory Board:

Eckhard Ulrich
Walter von Szczytnicki
Prof. Dr. Lutz Heuser
Andreas Verhoeven

Address:

LANTEC Aktiengesellschaft Kommunikationssysteme
Keplerstrasse 1
D-47506 Neukirchen-Vluyn
Tel.: +49-2845-294-0

Internet:

http://www.lantec.de/

Company profile:

LANTEC AG has developed an Internet-based, holistic telemetry solution for robots
as artificial clients and is striving for market leadership with its product -integration
in the area of internet appliances (EIA). The development of the new field of
business -integration is for LANTEC AG the outcome of the merger with the two
Krefelder companies MANDATA (mainly consulting services) and SAB, and the
bundling of the core competencies of the three companies.
integration stands for Internet Integration and is the counterpart to the classical IT
systems integration. The two terms s- und -integration are the names of the two
business divisions of LANTEC AG. In the area of s-integration, the core division of
LANTEC AG, the business activities of the three merged companies have been
expanded and actively advanced in the corresponding fields of competence
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acquired through the merger. The area of -integration is LANTEC AG’s division with
a promising future boasting developments in the field of Embedded Internet
Appliances.
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